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Lands’ End for When . . . We Get #Together  
Festive Fetes & Fetching Gifts from Elizabeth Mayhew  
  
Connect the dots this holiday season with Holiday Entertaining and Gift-Presentation 
Pointers from Lands’ End and Elizabeth Mayhew, Lifestyle Expert, TODAY Show 
Contributor, Washington Post columnist and author of Flip! For Decorating. 
 
With the holidays approaching, it’s time to get wrapped up in the delightful details that make 
entertaining and gift-giving grand. Creating parties – and presents – that are something to celebrate 
is a cinch with Lands’ End holiday decor and expert guidance from Elizabeth Mayhew. 
 
HOLIDAY ENTERTAINING 
Tip #1: Round Up Bouquets to bestow on party guests with this clever clustering 
trick: Use a single canvas napkin ring to hold together individual holiday 
arrangements of festive holly, greens and blossoms. Lands’ End offers Canvas 
Napkin Rings in Natural/Rich Red or Natural/Navy. The rings can be 
monogrammed with X’s and O’s making them special but also easily gifted to any 
of your guests.  
 

Tip #2: The “Write” Touch makes all the difference when hosting a dinner party, 
right down to the place cards. “Personalizing a place setting is a simple touch that 
leaves a lasting impression, so get creative,” says Mayhew. Monogram notebooks 
with each guest’s initials and use as seat holders at your holiday meal. A 
personalized Print Canvas Planner Notebook Cover and Pencil from Lands’ End is 
the perfect placeholder and will truly give guests something to write home about! 

 
Tip #3: A Table That’s Tops starts with the perfect holiday arrangement. But a 
cleverly crafted display doesn’t have to be complicated: Start with Lands’ End’s Zig 
Zag Ornaments in Red, Green, Silver and Gold, add Traditional 12’ Garlands and 
finish with a Fresh Green Wreath, all atop a pair of Printed Canvas Table Runners, 
and you’ve got one scene-stealing arrangement.  Add a footed bowl to add height 
and elegance. 
 
CREATIVE GIFT WRAPPING 

Tip #4: Any Way You Slice It, this gift presentation is a winner. Wrap up 
homemade banana, pumpkin or zucchini breads in individual monogrammed 
dishtowels and tie each with a ribbon to give as presents. Lands’ End features 
3-Pack Kitchen Towel Sets in holiday shades of Rich Red and Bamboo Leaf. 
Personalize them with monogrammed holiday phrases, and your friends and 
family will have even more reason to love those loaves! 
 

http://www.landsend.com/home
http://www.landsend.com/products/canvas-napkin-rings-set-of-4/id_259822?CM_MERCH=DTP_SEARCH_null&action=DTP_SEARCH_null&query=canvas%20napkin%20rings
http://www.landsend.com/products/canvas-napkin-rings-set-of-4/id_259822?CM_MERCH=DTP_SEARCH_null&action=DTP_SEARCH_null&query=canvas%20napkin%20rings
http://www.landsend.com/shop/search?Ntt=greenery
http://www.landsend.com/shop/search?Ntt=kitchen+towel+sets
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Tip #5: Give ‘Em a Hand. Got a budding baker on your list? Try this perfectly 
paired presentation: Tie a monogrammed oven mitt onto a jar of pre-measured 
homemade cookie, pancake or waffle mix. The Lands’ End Canvas Oven Mitt in 
Rich Red or Bamboo Leaf features a classic quilted look and contrast piping to 
make a hot addition to this cool gift idea, and one that they’re sure to keep on 
hand. 

 
Tip #6: Lend Sparkle to the Season with a gift adornment they’ll adore. 
Instead of topping presents with a bow, embellish with a pop of eye-
catching jewelry. Mayhew recommends “small but stunning pieces that 
complement but don’t detract from what’s inside the box.” Two to try: a 
Brilliant Tulle Brooch, which adds a burst of whimsy and glitter, or Letter 
Pins in Gold or Silver, for a personalized wisp of shine. 

 
Tip #7: It’s In the Bag. Wine totes aren’t just for wine; they’re ideal for getting a 
handle on those gift bottles of maple syrup, specialty olive oil, homemade salad 
dressing or BBQ sauce. Lands’ End offers a monogram- or embroidery-ready 
Single Printed Canvas Wine Tote in holiday-cheery Classic Cherry Plaid. 
 

Tip #8: For a Gift They’ll Really Eat Up, there’s no beating a homemade meal, especially if it comes 
in a reusable carrier. So whip up that favorite casserole, pop it in a 
carrier – “along with the cooking instructions on a notecard, for an 
added bonus,” says Mayhew – and deliver it straight to their door. 
The Canvas Hot Dish Carrier in Natural/Rich Red features a 
durable case with full insulation, a lid with a three-sided zipper, 
and straps that meet in the middle and snap for carrying ease. 
 
A WELL-STOCKED GIFT CLOSET 

Tip #9: Get Carried Away. You can never have too many totes on hand for 
last-minute gift-giving needs that arise during the holiday season. Stock your 
closet with canvas bags that feature creative, seasonal embroidery. Fanciful 
options from Lands’ End include the Natural/Rich Red Embroidered Canvas 
Tote featuring a deer with “Oh Deer!” embroidered underneath; or the 
Natural/Dark Kelly Green Embroidered Canvas Tote featuring a Christmas tree 
with “Treets!” embroidered underneath. 

 
Tip #10: Sweet Surprise. Who wouldn’t love a tin of scrumptious holiday candy? Share with 
neighbors who might stop in, give to that favorite mail carrier coming by on his or her rounds, or 
top off stuffed stockings for a final, festive touch. Lands’ End features a collection of tasty treats in 
colorful tins ideal for reusing. Keep Peppermint Crunch Cookies, Sea Salt Caramel Candy or North 
Pole Pretzels on hand, and you’ll always have treats to meet your gift-giving needs.     
 

### 
 
For interviews or more information contact: Molly Hawkins, 1-608-935-6089 or molly.hawkins@landsend.com 
 

http://www.landsend.com/products/canvas-hot-dish-carrier/id_259849
mailto:molly.hawkins@landsend.com

